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Abstract
We give the classification of subfactor planar algebras at index exactly 5. All the examples arise as
standard invariants of subgroup subfactors. Some of the requisite uniqueness results come from work of
Izumi in preparation. The non-existence results build upon the classification of subfactor planar algebras
with index less than 5, with some additional analysis of special cases.
1 Introduction
The goal of this article is to extend our prior classification of subfactors of index strictly less than 5
[MS12, MPPS12, IJMS12, PT12] to include subfactors of index 5. Recall that any finite index subfactor
N ⊂M has a ‘standard invariant’ which plays the role of a Galois group. For an arbitrary factor M it may
be difficult to answer the “inverse Galois problem” of determining which standard invariants are realized
and in how many ways, but by deep results of Ocneanu and Popa [Ocn88, Pop90, Pop94], when M is the
hyperfinite II1 factor and the standard invariant is finite depth or amenable, the standard invariant is a
complete invariant. In this article we classify all subfactor standard invariants with index exactly 5.
Theorem 1.1. Besides subfactors with standard invariant Temperley-Lieb (and principal graph A∞) and
the non-extremal perturbation of the A
(1)
∞ subfactor, there are seven subfactor standard invariants at index
exactly 5. There are five subgroup subfactors
1 ⊂ Z/5Z
(
,
)
Z/2Z ⊂ D10
(
,
)
Z/4Z ⊂ Z/5Z oAut(Z/5Z)
(
,
)
A4 ⊂ A5
(
,
)
S4 ⊂ S5
(
,
)
along with the (non-isomorphic) duals of A4 ⊂ A5 and S4 ⊂ S5.
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This argument follows a similar outline as previous small index classification theorems as pioneered by
Jones and Ocneanu for subfactors of index less than 4 [Jon83, Jon86, Ocn88, GdlHJ89]. That classification
begins by enumerating all possible principal graphs of index less than 4 (the ADE Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams).
Then for the diagrams which don’t come from subfactors (Dodd and E7), one finds obstructions that prove
that no such subfactor can exist [Ocn88]. Finally, for the remaining diagrams, one constructs associated
subfactors and proves a uniqueness result [Jon83, Ocn88, GdlHJ89, BN91, Izu91, Izu94, Kaw95].
Above index 4, we cannot separate the enumeration and obstruction steps. As developed by Haagerup
[Haa94], one can use certain kinds of obstructions (Ocneanu’s triple point obstruction and associativity)
during the enumeration step to again get a manageable list. Haagerup’s list was used to give a complete
classification up to index 3 +
√
3 in [Haa94, Bis98, AH99, AY09, BMPS12]. Haagerup’s enumeration
technique was further improved and automated in [MS12] to give a new list up to (but not including) index
5, and in [MPPS12, IJMS12, PT12] we turned this into a complete classification. Throughout this article,
we assume familiarity with the techniques of these earlier classification articles, and we recommend [JMS14]
for a general overview.
In the present article, the existence results are immediate, since all the principal graphs in the main
theorem are realized by subgroup subfactors. Uniqueness of each of these realizations is proved in Section
2 using a mix of connection techniques and techniques from [Izu]. The initial enumeration of candidate
principal graphs is essentially identical to [MS12] as explained in the beginning of Section 3. In the rest
of Section 3, we eliminate the remaining candidate graph pairs. In addition to the techniques of the
classification below index 5 (as improved in [BP14, Pen13]), we use results of Izumi on 2n and 3n1 star
graphs [Izu] and a result of Schou describing which 4-star graphs Γ have no connections on (Γ,Γ) [Sch90].
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2 Uniqueness of examples at index 5
2.1 Izumi’s Goldman-type theorems
We begin with two lemmas due to Izumi which will appear in [Izu] which completely classify subfactors
with principal graphs 2n and 3n1.
Theorem 2.1. If one of the principal graphs of a subfactor A ⊂ B is the 2n spoke graph
?
}
n− 1
then n = q− 1 with q a prime power, and A ⊂ B is the subgroup subfactor for F×q ⊂ Fq oF×q , where Fq is a
finite field of order q.
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Remark. The action of Fq o F×q on Fq as an affine transformation group is a typical example of a sharply
2-transitive permutation group action. Izumi’s article [Izu] will contain a Goldman-type result for general
sharply 2-transitive permutation group actions.
For 3n1, the subfactor is not self-dual and we need a more precise statement.
Theorem 2.2. If the graph between the A−A and B −A bimodules is the 3n1 spoke graph
?
}
n− 1
then n = q − 1 with a prime power q, and the subfactor is the subgroup subfactor for Fq o F×q ⊂ PGL(2, q).
Remark. Note that A4 ⊂ A5 is the case of q = 4. PGL(2, q) acting on the projective geometry PG2(q) is
a typical example of a sharply 3-transitive permutation group action. Izumi’s article [Izu] will contain a
Goldman-type result for general sharply 3-transitive permutation group actions.
2.2 Examples at index 5
We now give arguments for uniqueness for the examples at index 5.
Proposition 2.3. These 2 principal graphs are realised by unique subfactors, namely the subgroup subfactors
from Theorem 1.1.
1 ⊂ Z/5Z
(
,
)
Z/2Z ⊂ D10
(
,
)
Proof. This follows from Izumi’s result in [Izu97]; we additionally mention alternate proofs. The first is
depth 2 and simply laced, so it must come from a group subfactor [PP86, Kos89, PP91]. The second is
the graph called D5/Z2 in [HS96], which shows it must come from the claimed subgroup subfactor. We
also remark that the second is uniquely realized via the classification of singly generated subfactor planar
algebras with dim(P3,±) ≤ 13 [BJ03].
Proposition 2.4. These 2 principal graphs are realised by unique subfactors, namely the subgroup subfactors
from Theorem 1.1.
Z/4Z ⊂ Z/5Z oAut(Z/5Z)
(
,
)
A4 ⊂ A5
(
,
)
Proof. The first is as claimed by Theorem 2.1, and the second is as claimed by Theorem 2.2.
Remark. It is possible to lift the shading on the 2222 principal graph pair to get a Z/2Z-graded unitary
fusion category. One can show this as follows.
There is a 1-parameter family of bi-unitary connections on the 2222 principal graph pair up to gauge
equivalence and graph automorphism. Each such connection is equivalent to one where the diagrammatic
branch matrix [IJMS12, Section 5.2] is given by
U =
1
4

−1 √5 √5 √5√
5 −√5α ηα √5η√
5 1
√
5η −√5η√
5
√
5α −√5α 1

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where η ∈ T is the parameter, and α = (√5η − 1) / (√5− η) (which has modulus 1). However, by Ocneanu
rigidity [ENO05], not all of these connections are flat.
As in [IJMS12], we look at Tr(UUT )− 2, which must be equal to the sum of the eigenvalues for the
new low-weight rotational eigenvectors A,B at depth 3. A straightforward calculation shows that there are
only solutions for η ∈ T when Tr(UUT )− 2 ∈ {−1, 2}. When ωA = ωB = 1, there are no flat generators
at depth 3 in the graph planar algebra. When ωA = ωB = exp(2pii/3), there are two corresponding
flat generators A,B. Using the technique of [MP12], we have shown that A,B generate a symmetrically
self-dual, self-conjugate subfactor planar algebra. Hence we may lift the shading to obtain a Z/2Z-graded uni-
tary fusion category. This adds to the limited supply of known weakly integral, non-integral fusion categories.
Proposition 2.5. The principal graphs below are realised by a unique subfactor, namely S4 ⊂ S5, because
there is a unique bi-unitary connection on the principal graphs up to gauge equivalence.
S4 ⊂ S5
(
,
)
Proof. In solving the bi-unitary conditions, we see that all the equations are encoded as the unitarity of
3-by-3 or smaller matrices. One easily determines the norms of all the entries of the connection using the
renormalization axiom. When the highest valence in a principal graph is 3, one can then solve all the
bi-unitary conditions using the cosine rule to express some phases in terms of others, producing only finitely
many possibilities. In this case, we find only one possibility. It remains to determine how these solutions
fall in gauge group orbits, which we do by an explicit calculation, exhibiting a gauge group element bringing
any solution to a chosen one. The detailed calculation is available as a Mathematica notebook S4S5.nb
with the arXiv sources of this article.
Remark. Izumi also has Goldman-type results for the subgroup subfactors S4 ⊂ S5 and A5 ⊂ A6.
3 Enumerating graph pairs
3.1 Notation
The previous classification of subfactors with index less than 5 used the terminology of weeds and vines to
describe infinite families of graph pairs obtained from enumerating graph pairs satisfying Ocneanu’s triple
point obstruction and the associativity test [MS12]. A vine is a graph pair which represents an infinite
family of finite graph pairs obtained by translation. A translation of a graph pair means increasing the
supertransitivity by an even amount. A weed is a graph pair which represents an infinite family of finite
graph pairs obtained by translation and extension. An extension of a graph pair adds new vertices and
edges at strictly greater depths than the maximum depth of any vertex in the original pair.
Recall from [Pop95] that a principal graph pair is stable at depth n if every vertex at depth n connects
to at most one vertex at depth n+ 1 by at most one edge, and every vertex at depth n+ 1 is connected
to exactly one vertex at depth n. By [Pop95, BP14], when δ > 2, if the principal graphs (Γ+,Γ−) are
both stable at depth n, or Γ+ is stable at depths n and n+ 1, then both Γ± are stable at depth k for all
k ≥ n+ 1, and both Γ± are finite.
Recall from [LMP13] that a cylinder is a graph pair which represents an infinite family of (finite!) graph
pairs obtained by translation and stable extension, i.e., an extension which is stable at all higher depths.
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3.2 Enumerating graph pairs
We now read the proofs of [MS12], checking for places where we used the fact that the index was strictly
less than 5. We obtain the following.
Proposition 3.1. Subfactors with index in the interval (4, 5] are either
• 1-supertransitive,
• an extension of one of the vines V∞ of Theorem 6.1 of [MS12],
• a translated extension of one of the weeds W∞ of Theorem 6.1 of [MS12],
• a translated extension (the extension must be stable, by [Pop95, BP14]) ) of the cylinder
Γ4621 =
(
,
)
,
• or have one of the following principal graphs (with index exactly 5):
G1 =
(
,
)
(from §6.2),
G2 =
(
,
)
(from §6.2),
G3 =
(
,
)
(from §6.2),
G4 =
(
,
)
(2nd graph from V11,c),
G5 =
(
,
)
(3rd last graph from V10),
G6 =
(
,
)
(from Vo2,a),
G7 =
(
,
)
(from Vo2,a),
G8 =
(
,
)
(from Vo2,a),
G9 =
(
,
)
(from Vo2,c),
G10 =
(
,
)
(from Vo2,c),
G11 =
(
,
)
(from Vo2,c),
G12 =
(
,
)
(from Ve2),
G13 =
(
,
)
(from Ve2),
G14 =
(
,
)
(from Ve2),
G15 =
(
,
)
(from Ve2),
Γ5521 =
(
,
)
(from Theorem 6.9).
Proof. First, note that although the ‘classification statements’ described in [MS12] purport to restrict the
principal graphs of subfactors with index strictly less than some limit Λ, in fact all the odometer results
remain true for describing principal graphs with index no greater than Λ.
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In [MS12] we used a special argument in Section 5 to eliminate all 1-supertransitive subfactors with
index strictly less than 5. That argument breaks at index 5, but will be replaced with a stronger argument
below in Proposition 3.2.
Thus the proof of [MS12, Lemma 6.2] proves that all principal graphs of 2-supertransitive subfactors
with index at most 5 are translated extensions of one of the weeds in W1 (which is defined in that lemma).
Note [MS12, Lemma 6.2] is already stated as a classification statement for index at most 5, and [MS12,
Lemma 6.4] is not concerned with indices.
Note, now, the remark at the end of [MS12, Section 6.2]. There we discarded 3 weeds with index exactly
5, which we now have to take into account, as the first three exceptions listed in the statement above.
Now [MS12, Sections 6.2.1-6.2.3] already allowed for the index being exactly 5. However, we have to be
a little careful as in [MS12, Sections 6.2.2] the second graph in V11,c had index 5, and similarly in [MS12,
Sections 6.2.3] the third last graph in V10 has index 5. As these were not carried over to the collection V∞
of vines in [MS12, Theorem 6.1], we need to include them as the fourth and fifth exceptions listed above.
At this point all principal graphs which have supertransitivity greater than 1 and start with a triple
point have been accounted for. We now begin reading [MS12, Section 6.3].
Note [MS12, Theorems 6.6-6.9] already allow for the index being exactly 5; however, in each case there
are some vines which we list above. Reading the proof of [MS12, Theorem 6.10], we see that it does not
rule out an index 5 principal graph coming from the weed Γ4621. Finally, [MS12, Theorem 6.11] already
allows for the index being exactly 5, and results in no extra cases.
Our task is to whittle down the possibilities arising in Proposition 3.1, until all that remains are the
graphs from Theorem 1.1. We start with the 1-supertransitive possibilities, and we then consider the vines
V∞, the weeds W∞, and the additional cylinder.
Proposition 3.2. The only possible principal graphs for 1-supertransitive subfactors with index exactly 5
are:
1 ⊂ Z/5Z
(
,
)
Z/2Z ⊂ D10
(
,
)
Proof. By [MS12, Theorem 5.1], either all the vertices at depth 2 have dimension 1, and thus the graph is
the depth 2 graph corresponding to 1 ⊂ Z/5Z, or there are 2 vertices at depth 2 with dimension 2. In the
latter case, each vertex must connect to a vertex of dimension
√
5. If these vertices are distinct, then the
graph has annular multiplicities ∗10, and thus the dual graph has a univalent vertex at depth 1 [Jon12].
This vertex gives a normalizer which yields an intermediate subfactor, a contradiction, since the index is not
composite. Hence both vertices at depth 2 connect to a single vertex at depth 3 with dimension
√
5, which
must connect to a single vertex at depth 4 of dimension 1. In this case, we must have dim(P3,±) = 13,
which were completely classified by [BJ03]. There is a unique subfactor planar algebra with this principal
graph, with the dual data given above.
Following [CMS11], the index of a finite depth subfactor is a cyclotomic integer [dBG91, CG94, ENO05],
which reduces each vine to finitely many possible principal graphs.
Proposition 3.3 ([PT12, Section 3.3]). The only possibilities at index 5 coming from the vines in V∞ are
Γ5521 and
G8 = A4 ⊂ A5 =
(
,
)
.
Proposition 3.4. The weeds in W∞ have already been ruled out, at all indices, in [MPPS12, IJMS12].
Recall that the only subfactors represented by these weeds are the GHJ 3311 subfactors at index 3 +
√
3.
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Recall that a 4-star is a simply laced graph with a single vertex of valence 4 and all other vertices
having valence at most 2. We use the notation S(a, b, c, d) for a 4-star with arms having a, b, c, d edges
respectively emanating from the 4-valent vertex. If a 4-star is the principal graph of a subfactor, then the
?’d vertex must be on the longest arm, e.g., see [LMP13, Proposition 1.17].
Theorem 3.5 ([Sch90, p. 41]). Below is a complete list of 4-stars Γ = S(a, b, c, d) for which the pair (Γ,Γ)
has a biunitary connection, which is a necessary condition for the existence of a subfactor with principal
graphs (Γ,Γ).
• S(j, j, k, k) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k
• S(j, j + 1, j + 1, j +m) for 1 ≤ j and 1 ≤ m ≤ 3
• S(1, 2, 2, 5)
• S(j, j + 1, j + 2, j +m) for 1 ≤ j and 2 ≤ m ≤ 4
• S(j, j + 2, j + 2, j + 2) for 1 ≤ j
Proposition 3.6. There are no subfactors which are translated extensions of the cylinder Γ4621. Moreover,
Γ5521 is not the principal graphs of a subfactor.
Proof. The graph Γ5521 and all stable translated extensions of Γ4621 are 4-stars of the form S(a, b, 2, 1)
where a, b > 2. By Schou’s thesis, the only such 4-stars Γ with bi-unitary connections on (Γ,Γ) are of the
form S(j, j + 1, j + 2, j +m) for j = 1 and 2 ≤ m ≤ 4, yielding S(1, 2, 3, n) for 3 ≤ n ≤ 5.
3.3 Eliminating non-principal graphs
In this subsection, we eliminate all graphs from Proposition 3.1 which do not appear in Theorem 1.1. That
is, we must eliminate all the Gi’s except G5, G8, G13.
Lemma 3.7. The graphs G12, are not the principal graphs of a subfactor.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 3.8. The graphs G1, G2 and G3 are not principal graphs of subfactors.
Proof. In each graph, there is a dual pair of depth 4 objects with differing dimensions (1 and 2).
Lemma 3.9. The graphs G4, G14 and G15 are not the principal graph of a subfactor.
Proof. There are vertices with dimensions less than 1.
Lemma 3.10. The graphs G7 and G10 are not principal graphs of subfactors.
Proof. Each graph has three vertices of dimension 1. These must form a group under tensor product, but
each is self-dual, and there is no group of order 3 with all elements involutions.
Lemma 3.11. The graphs G9 and G11 are not the principal graphs of subfactors.
Proof. This follows immediately from [Pen13, Corollary 4.7].
Proposition 3.12. The graph G6 is not the principal graphs of a subfactor since it does not have a
connection.
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Proof. This follows from [IJMS12, Lemma 3.1]. A contradiction follows from the fact that the dimension of
the vertex at depth 2 is not equal to the dimension of the non-univalent vertex at depth 4.
Remark. G7, G11 are also eliminated by Theorem 2.2.
This concludes the classification of subfactors with index exactly 5. We note that all the examples
appearing are subgroup subfactors. At the next integer index, 6, much more complicated phenomena arise
because 6 is a composite index. In particular, we have many Bisch-Haagerup subfactors. For any normal
subgroup G C Z/2Z ∗ Z/3Z we have an outer action of the quotient group on the hyperfinite R, and the
subfactor RZ/2Z ⊂ R o Z/3Z. However, putting aside the composite subfactors at index 6, it remains a
possibility that every other example is in fact a subgroup subfactor. This would be initial evidence towards
a subfactor analogue of the conjecture that weakly integral fusion categories are weakly group theoretical.
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